
 

Hi. My name is Jenny and I’m a member of the LEAPS team. 

Welcome to this session which is for parents and carers of LEAPS eligible S5 students. I hope to 

provide an introduction to applying to Higher Education and an overview of LEAPS support. 
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This session will cover: 

1) What the timeline of applying to college / uni usually looks like, and where LEAPS fits in. 

2) Routes into Higher Education, including opportunities at college. There is lots of flexibility!  

3) Subject choice for S6. 

4) Some tips for getting started with this process. Crucially, these are all things that can be 

done from home. 

5) Sources of support. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

First, I’d like to explain a little about what the process of applying to university and college usually 

looks like.  

We know we are in a different time at the moment but we thought it would still be helpful to explain 

what this process usually looks like. We don’t know if it will be the same this year or not – we 

haven’t heard otherwise at the moment – but if anything does change, we’ll make sure to let you 

know and support you and your young people as best we can throughout.  

In September and October, universities usually run open days. These are a great opportunities to get 

to know more about that particular institution. What is the campus like? Is it a much bigger 

university spread across a city or a smaller, campus-based, university? What are the facilities like? 

What is unique to the particular course? Open days are a great way to decide between institutions. If 

universities are unable to offer physical open days by September, they may well be looking at how 

they can offer these events digitally. 

 

Now to look at key UCAS application dates. UCAS is the Universities and Colleges Admissions Service 

and is the body your young people will apply to university through (despite the name, it does not 

process college applications, only university applications).  

It is an online application system and the application is made up of personal information, academics 

and a personal statement. The personal statement is a short (roughly 1 A4 page) document where 

your young person has the opportunity to say why they are interested in the subject, what they 

understand the subject to be and how they have developed the relevant skills, qualities and 

experience to help them be successful on the course. 

January 15th is the UCAS deadline for the majority of courses. There is an earlier deadline of October 

15th for application to Medicine, Veterinary Medicine and Dentistry courses, as well as applications 

to Oxford and Cambridge. It is important for your young person to let their school know if they are 

planning to apply for any of these options with the earlier deadline so they can best support them. 



College application dates can vary with some colleges opening for applications as early as October, 

while some will open at the end of January. They don’t have set deadlines, but courses do close for 

applications when places fill up so we recommend checking opening dates for applications and 

making an early application so as not to miss out. Applications are also made online. 

 

So, where does LEAPS fit in? 

LEAPS fits in, in two key stages: 

1) With impartial advice and guidance, as well as application support. For example, exploring 

courses and options, tips on making strong and strategic applications, career and subject 

exploration, and personal statement support. 

Most schools will have their own internal personal statement deadlines to ensure there is 

enough time to provide feedback and send off applications on time. 

2) We then provide post-application and transition support. For example, support choosing 

between offers, ensuring your young person has a back-up plan, applying for funding and 

accommodation, and support to know what to expect and to feel more comfortable and 

confident when starting university. 

 

Hopefully this has been helpful in giving you an idea of what to expect during S6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Now I’d like to come on to looking at the various routes into Higher Education. As I said at the start, 

there is a lot of flexibility and choice available in Scotland.  

Some students will go straight from school to university using the Higher qualifications they have 

gained at school, and some will take other routes. For example, going to college first and then onto 

university, or using a college qualification to start work. These are all great options.  

Some further reasons to consider college include: 

1) Some courses are only offered at college. 

2) To ease the transition between school and university, acting as a stepping stone. 

3) As a chance to try out a subject, before committing to a 4 year degree. 

4) College can also be a great back-up option alongside university applications. 

Looking at the graphic above, I would like highlight the some of the options to move from college 

into university.  

A HNC is a Higher National Certificate, a one year course at college. The graphic shows the Scottish 

Credit and Qualification Framework level and shows that a HNC is on the same academic level as the 

first year of university. This means that students can often use a HNC qualification to gain entry to 

the second year of a university course. 

Similarly, a HND is a Higher National Diploma, a two year course at college. As it is on the same 

academic level as the second year of university, it can sometimes be used to gain entry to the third 

year of a university course. 

It’s always worth checking with a university in advance which HNC or HND programmes they will 

accept for entry to their course. There does need to be a link between the courses. For example, a 

Mechanical Engineering HNC will often lead into a Mechanical Engineering degree, whereas a HNC in 

Social Science is very unlikely to be accepted for entry to an engineering degree.  



This video, from our colleague Karen Cullen (Queen Margaret University), shares further information 

on opportunities to study at college and progress into university.  

The key point to take away here is the wide range of routes and flexibility. 
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Something else we would like to draw your attention to at this stage is subject choice.  

This is an important time for your young people to be making informed S6 subject choices. We 

recognise many will have already made their choices for S6 but it is important to check, if they 

haven’t already, that they’ve taken the subjects they might need for their chosen courses at college 

and university. 

Universities and colleges will ask for grades at a certain level and sometimes, not always, in certain 

subjects for entry to their courses. Your young people need to know what the courses they are 

interested in will require academically and if any specific subjects are required.  

For example, here is a Psychology course offered by Queen Margaret University. 

First we notice BBBCC / BCCCC is required at Higher level, with no specific subjects required. 

When we read further, we notice that not only is there a requirement at Higher level, there is also a 

requirement at National 5 level for Nat 5 English and Maths. So, if your young person doesn’t 

already have Nat 5 Maths and English, they would want to think about picking these up in their S6 

subject choice to allow them to meet this requirement. Where a university or college don’t specify a 

specific grade at Higher or National 5, they usually mean a ‘pass’ (a ‘C’ grade or above).  

You might also have noticed that we’ve shared a ‘standard’ and a ‘minimum’ entry requirement for 

this course. Some students will be eligible for a lower (minimum) offer on the basis on contextual 

factors. LEAPS eligibility sometimes (but not always) counts towards this, as do other factors – for 

example, school attended, postcode, or experience of care.  

This is one of the reasons why we offer individualised advice and guidance, so we can explore where 

students may be eligible for contextual offers. 

Universities may call this contextual admissions, adjusted offers or widening access and they all have 

further details on their websites. If you, or your young person, are contacting universities to discuss 

entry requirements, we suggest you mention LEAPS eligibility when making your enquiry.   



 

Let’s look at another example. Another Psychology course, this time offered by Edinburgh Napier 

University. 

 

First we see that this course requires a minimum of BBCC at Higher. We can see, unlike Queen 

Margaret University, Napier is looking for a specific subject requirement at Higher (English or 

Literary subject). What is another literary subject? Don’t assume! Find out what this means – it can 

be different for each university. We can see the subjects Napier will consider (Modern Studies, 

History, Geography, Psychology, Sociology or RMPS).  

This information is quite easily available on the Napier website but sometimes you have to go 

looking for this information, delving a little deeper on websites or contacting the institution. Looking 

carefully will allow young people to make good subject choices. 

Finally, don’t assume subject requirements will be the same for all courses with the same title. In 

this example, Psychology. As we have seen, there are differences from institution to institution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

If your young person is considering a HNC/HND course at college, thinking carefully about subject 

choice applies to them too. Take this example of a HNC Business course at West Lothian College 

where one Higher is required. To meet this requirements, the suggested Highers are Business, 

Admin, English, and Modern Studies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Moving on now then to some advice for getting started with this process.  

The summer between S5 and S6 is a great opportunity for students to research their subject areas of 

interest, both finding out about the courses on offer at college and university, but also what the 

subject / career itself entails.  

You and your young person might be worried about how they can take part in e.g. work experience 

or other activities to find out more about their subject during this current time of COVID-19. We 

expect that universities will be understanding of this going forward, and to help we have compiled a 

list of ideas for how your young person can explore their subject / career of interest at home! There 

are a huge amount of resources available online. This resource is hosted on our S5 HUB – our online 

blog for S5 students – on the LEAPS website.  

On the S5 HUB, there is also lots of useful information on, for example, choosing between courses, 

choosing between colleges and universities and how to understand entry requirements.  

S5 students can sign up to the S5 HUB to receive updates from us throughout the year. 
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I’d like to finish with sharing some sources of support with you.  

LEAPS are here to support you and your young person throughout this process. Please make use of 

our S5 HUB and S6 Blog and our parents’ and carers’ webpages and mailing list. If you are not 

already signed up to our mailing list, you can do so on the LEAPS website. Please don’t hesitate to 

get in touch with us at any time via email or phone. 

Some other sources of support to highlight are: 

- Your young person’s school guidance staff and in-school careers advisors who have a wealth 

of experience when it comes to applying to college and university. 

- UCAS have an excellent course search tool. I mentioned earlier that this is the body you 

apply to university through, but they also have an online course search tool bringing 

together all university courses in the UK. For example, you can search for ‘History’ and find 

all of the universities offering these types of courses. It is a great place to start! 

- A step beyond this is then looking at university and college websites for more detailed 

information on their courses. 

- You might also like to sign up to the UCAS parents’ and carers’ newsletter. 
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A final source of support I would like to highlight is university and college staff.  

As I’ve said already, the UCAS course search tool and university and college websites are great ways 

to get started with this research, and hopefully you’ll find all of the information you are looking for. 

If you still have a question unanswered, we have created a contacts list to support you with getting 

in touch with universities and local colleges directly. You’ll find this contacts list in the parents’ and 

carers’ section of the LEAPS website. Here you will also find some short videos from our partner 

universities sharing what you might get in touch with them about, and how to do so. Check out the 

videos! We hope you will agree they are a very lovely bunch, and I know they’ll be happy to support 

you and your young person. I’ve included these friendly faces on this slide for you. Meet Nicola, 

Lesley, Pat, Karen and Claire, from our partner universities – you’ll see them in the videos.  
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